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Feature:~ 
The product of the wear string machine host stainless steel, food grade PP material, in line with international food 
hygiene requirements; desktop control, easy to move, small footprint; automatically be signed wear sensing system is 
always consistent precision, stable; pneumatic drive with electric drive combined with accurate and reasonable layout, 
maintenance-free, long life, mobile PE dishes mold plate, easy to clean; can freely change the mold, to meet different 
product requirements; this product is easy to operate, you can wear a variety of dishes, meat ribs, chicken, squid, chicken 
heart, chicken Jane, etc.; skewered using the machine speed, no rub, health clean, good taste; user preferences can be 
added anywhere; skewers length in the required range can be arbitrarily adjusted; suitable for all kinds of tumbling the 
meat and a variety of skewered meat; applicable to a variety of skewers, steel sign ; iron sign, the use of the machine 
produced skewers appearance, color and freshness. This product has been widely used in the production of corporate and 
individual barbecue kebab shop. 
The JL-XB Scope for restaurant in equipment, shop equipment Western. 
The ZL-ZB Scope for Meat processing equipment, frozen food factory equipment, snack food factory equipment, the 
restaurant equipment, shop equipment Western and Other. 

Specification :~ 

MODEL JL-XB ZL-ZB 

POWER 0.015kw / 220v  

OUTPUT 500-800pcs/h 1500-1800pcs/h 

DIMENSION 500 x 880 x 360 1100 x 660 x 360mm 

WEIGHT 25kg 38KG 

This machine is a standard small wear string machine, suitable for personal use for grill. Its parameters specifications 
for JL-XB are as follows: 
Prod Length: 300mm ; Prod Diameter: 3 - 3.5mm; Prod Sharp: 10 - 15mm; Meat width: 12 – 1mm; Meat Thickness: 7 - 
9mm; Skewers the length: 140mm 

This device parameter specifications for ZL-ZB are as follows: 
Prod Length: 300mm; Prod Dimension: 3 - 3.5mm; Prod Sharp: 10 - 15mm; Meat width: 8 - 15mm; Meat Thickness : 7 - 
9mm; Skewers the length: 140mm 


